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welcome message

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE ARRIVALS issue 2012 

introduction

Welcome to
Singapore

On behalf of the TFWA Board and
Management Committee, a warm
welcome to Singapore – to TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE – and our
biggest, and hopefully best, event yet
in the Asia Pacific region.

The theme of this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE conference is ‘Power and Potential
in Asia Pacific’. In his keynote address, Furla
CEO Eraldo Poletto will highlight the fantastic
opportunity that the Asia Pacific region offers to
luxury brands, as he explained to Ross Falconer.

Asia Pacific's
potential for
luxury brands

It’s extremely encouraging that,

Nair will reveal some promising and some

despite continuing global economic and

harsh realities of the future landscape for

political uncertainty, this week sees a

business in Asia. I promise you, these are

record number of 236 exhibitors with

both sessions which should not be missed.

an impressive 62 new or returning

As usual, we are running four workshops

companies. The growth has led us to open

throughout the day: the morning

a new Mezzanine exhibition area on Level

workshops are ‘China Revisited’

3, right next to the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar!

and ‘Emerging Asia’, which focus on

Home to 17 exhibitors, it’s a must-see

development potential in China and other

area with high-profile brands present

countries such as Indonesia, Vietnam and

including Pandora, Desigual, Mic o Mic and

the Philippines. The afternoon workshop

“For Furla, Asia Pacific is our main focus for

Mandarina Duck, plus new names such as

‘Technology Talk’ looks at the way retailers

2012 both in domestic and travel retail, so

Vice Vodka Icewine, Lilas Blanc, Bagllerina

and suppliers are exploiting the social

we most certainly see a great deal of power

and Glam Rock.

media and smartphone phenomenon

and potential in the region,” commented

If you do have any trouble locating a

effectively in duty free and travel retail,

Poletto. “We introduce dedicated strategies

brand, this year sees the introduction of

while the final workshop – ‘Airline &

for every market in this region aimed at

Interactive Touch sensitive screens to

Inflight Asia’ – will look at different airline

strengthening distribution and improving our

assist with locating stands, searching for

business models – legacy, low-cost, hybrid

brand’s presence.”

exhibitors, and identifying the quickest

– and their approach to inflight duty free

In travel retail, Asia Pacific is a key market

Terminal with ARI Yunnan, and in the

route to your next appointment. This

and travel retail across Asia.

for Furla, representing around 40% of its

Downtown Galleria with Gebr. Heinemann

supports the special TFWA Asia Pacific

Following the afternoon workshops,

business in the sector. It has seen an increase

Asia, followed in July with DFS in Narita T1

& GATE ONE2ONE App that we have

it is back into the main auditorium

in turnover of +30% since 2010 within travel

South,” commented Poletto.

made available this week for both iPhone

for the closing plenary from Jonathan

retail overall and forecasts +70% growth for

In Australia, Furla has locations in the

and Blackberry, which includes a daily

Chippindale, CEO Holition and former

the three-year period from 2012-2014 – much

Downtown Gallerias with JR Duty Free in

programme, conference theme and

Last year, Asia Pacific represented
12% of Furla’s turnover and the
company considers it the region with
the greatest growth potential.

Poletto: “We do believe it is very important when entering
Asian markets to use local expertise and knowledge.”

Managing Director of the De Beers Group,

of that growth generated in the Asia Pacific

Perth, Adelaide and Melbourne, and is

speakers, workshop themes, exhibitors’

who will provide a fascinating presentation

region. “Through our strong relationships

opening with the same operator in Cairns

stand numbers and floor plans, as well as

of the new frontiers of digital marketing

with retailers in the region, plus taking part

Airport in May. “We are also looking to

on-site services. You can still download the

and how this can be combined creatively

in shows such as TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

develop our business with airlines and here

App for this week from www.tfwa.com. And

and innovatively with premium and

ONE2ONE, we are confident of significantly

at Singapore are launching our first exclusive

to make that even easier, we are pleased

luxury brands.

building our business over the next five years

inflight collection. We have great hopes for

to announce that we have introduced free

Immediately following the close of the

– particularly in China,” said Poletto.

this,” Poletto added.

wifi throughout the exhibition area this

conference, it will be time for a well-

He explained that, although emerging Asian

According to Poletto, it is important to

week – that also extends to the Mezzanine

earned drink at the TFWA Asia Pacific

economies are growing less rapidly than a couple

remember the relationship between the

level and the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar.

Bar – just one of the various social

of years ago, Asian shoppers’ taste for luxury

awareness of and demand for luxury brands,

I hope that visitors have found the online

networking opportunities that we provide

knows no boundaries. “China is, in particular, a

and what he calls ‘dream value’. “Brands

TFWA New Product Showcase useful in

throughout the week. We look forward

vast potential market for luxury brands. China

have to build ‘dream value’ in Asia. If a brand

looking for interesting product launches at

to seeing you at these various events:

is set to become the second biggest consumer

is unknown then consumers are unlikely

the exhibition this week. It’s just one of the

Raffles on Sunday evening, the Mandarin

of luxury goods by 2015 – incredible when you

to desire it or want it. But, on the flip side,

many ways that we are trying to improve

Oriental for Tuesday’s Chill-out Party, and

consider that this luxury consumer market did

there is a danger that a brand can become

our service to all participants at TFWA

GardenAsia for the Singapore Swing Party

not exist two decades ago!”

too commonplace – the ‘dream value’ falls

events – both online and ‘live’ during

on Wednesday. Wishing you all a most

Business in the region is continuing to grow in

because the purchase level is too high!”

the week.

successful business and social week.

Furla’s current locations in Beijing, Shanghai,

Poletto also highlighted the importance of

After Sunday’s Golf and the Welcoming

Taipei and Bangkok. It has opened with DFS

developing strategies carefully and protecting

Cocktail at Raffles – always a great start

in Haikou Airport and on Royal Caribbean

brand equity. “Maintain a level of scarcity

to the week – we get down to work with

‘Legend of the Sea’, and with CNSC in Beijing

and maintain the prestige of your brand. And

Monday’s must-attend TFWA Asia Pacific

and Harbin. “In June, we are delighted to be

remember – future growth is inextricably

& GATE ONE2ONE conference. Taking to

opening at Kunming Airport in the Domestic

linked to success in China,” he concluded.

the stage, after my own opening address,
will be two high-profile speakers: Eraldo
Poletto, CEO of renowned fashion house
Nair, CEO, Global Institute for Tomorrow,

New this year:

who will present their perspectives on

Free wifi inside the exhibition halls.

Furla, and globalisation expert Chandran

‘The Power and Potential of Asia’.
Poletto will look at how brands can
harness the growth in demand from Asia’s
luxury brand-hungry consumers, while

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

SSID: tfwa2012@suntec
Password: tfwa2012
TFWA DAILY – 3
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leisure and social activities

Golf

Raffles Hotel
sunday 13 May, 19.30

Welcoming
cocktail

Sunday 13 May, 07:30
Sentosa Golf Club, Tanjong Course
For many, the annual Golf
Tournament is the perfect way to
tee-off their week in Singapore.

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE ARRIVALS issue 2012

Sunday’s Welcoming Cocktail
will transport you to the breathtaking surroundings
Sunday
13Raffles,
May,Singapore’s
19:30 finest hotel.
of the
legendary
Dress code:Hotel
smart casual – Entrance by invitation only
Raffles
A shuttle service will be available from all major official hotels

TFWA
Asia
Pacific
Bar

The friendly competition once

This year’s Welcoming

Monday 14 May to Thursday 17

again takes place at the beautiful

Cocktail returns to the iconic

May, 08:00-19:30

Sentosa Golf Club and provides

Raffles Hotel – birthplace

Suntec, Level 3

a leisurely start to the week. As

of the famous Singapore

always, there are fantastic prizes

Sling. The stunning setting

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is

on offer for ‘hole in one’, ‘longest

is perfect for informal

conveniently-located on Level 3

drive’ and ‘nearest the pin’. The

networking, providing the

of the Suntec Centre and is firmly

format of play is Stableford, with

opportunity to meet new

established as the ideal onsite

tee-off times from 07:30 onwards.

business colleagues and

networking location. It provides

old friends. It is sure to be a

the perfect venue to meet up with

memorable evening.

clients and colleagues in relaxed

Transportation leaves the Mandarin
Oriental Singapore at 06:15.

surroundings.
Dress code: Smart casual

In partnership with:

Entrance by invitation only.

Breakfast served from 08:00 to

A shuttle service will be

09:30 (except Monday)

available from all major hotels.
Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00
(except Monday, and last orders

Wednesday 16 May, 19:30, GardenAsia

at 14:15)
The stylish Singapore Swing Party is firmly established as a highlight of
Bar from 18:00 to 19:30 (except

the week, and this year evokes the magical island of Bali, celebrating

Monday, open from 17:30)

traditional Indonesian music, dance and culture. Set in the idyllic
GardenAsia, delegates will enjoy a Balinese buffet and spectacular

The bar will open from 17:30

entertainment to conclude a busy week of business.

on Monday to provide optimum

Chillout
Party
Tuesday 15 May, 19:30
Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Delegates can relax and network

networking opportunities following

Dress code: Smart casual

the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

Entrance by invitation only.

ONE2ONE conference.

A shuttle service will be available from all major hotels.

Social scene
The popular leisure and social programme at TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE provides a host of opportunities
to relax and network outside business hours. The range of
activities offers something for everyone and is the perfect
complement to a busy week on the show floor.

at this year’s Chill-out Party.
The spectacular pool area of
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel
provides the venue for The Night

The Travel Retail Business

For Travel Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific 2012

Blues
Night

The DFNI
Awards

Entrance by invitation only.

Monday 14 May, 21:30 until late

Tuesday 15 May, 18:00

A shuttle service will be available

Le Baroque, Chijmes

Suntec Theatre, Level 2

The Blues Night is a renowned fixture during the week of TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. The Travel Retail Business
invites all delegates and exhibitors to attend what promises to
be a night of exceptional live blues and rock music from The
Billy Norman Band.

The DFNI Awards for Travel Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific
recognise the achievements of the Asia/Pacific travel retail
industry, with awards in several categories decided by a vote
open to all companies operating in the region.

Spa, where guests will enjoy a
sumptuous pan-Asian buffet
and experience massages from
around Asia.
Dress code: Casual

from all major hotels.

Kindly sponsored by:

Open to all TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE participants.
Important: All attendees must bring their TFWA Asia Pacific &
GATE ONE2ONE badges to gain entry.

Dress code: Business
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conference programme

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE ARRIVALS issue 2012

As always, the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE conference and workshops programme
will provide comprehensive and engaging insights
into the travel retail business in the region. The
prestigious line-up of speakers will explore the
region’s current powerhouses in travel retail,
while also identifying areas of future potential.

Power and
Potential in
Asia Pacific
Monday 14 May 2012

11:15-13:15 Morning Workshops

09:00-10:45 Morning Plenary

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops A and B run simultaneously

13:15-14:30

Theatre, Suntec Level 2
In his traditional State of the Industry address,

Workshop A: China revisited

Workshop B: Emerging Asia

TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen will

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

TFWA Industry Association Working
Lunch – Securing our future
Room 208/209, Suntec Level 2

assess the challenges and opportunities

By invitation only – Not open to the Press

faced in the region. He will focus on some

There are many dimensions to the power

There is a great deal more to ‘Emerging

of the factors behind growth in Asia Pacific,

and the potential of the duty free and

Asia’ than the powerhouses of China and

referencing the duty free “superpowers”.

travel retail market in China: the Chinese

India, which constitute both emerged and

The TFWA Industry Association Working

Untapped potential in the region will also be

consumer and their behaviour in duty free

developing markets. Elsewhere in Asia,

Lunch will provide an opportunity to discuss

explored, with an emphasis on turning Asia’s

at home and abroad; the growth of the

there are significant growth potential

some of the issues which are of concern

consumers into customers.

Chinese duty free sector for international

markets for the duty free and travel retail

to the industry today and how the regional

travellers; the domestic travel retail market

sector, such as Indonesia, the Philippines or

associations are working together to resolve

Following on, APTRA President Sunil Tuli

where the majority of China’s air traffic is

Vietnam.

them and protect the world of duty free, both

will highlight current industry challenges

centred today; not to mention the sheer size

This session will explore the economic

in Asia and beyond.

in the Asia Pacific region, which are being

and growth potential of the market. This

landscape of Asia’s other emerging markets,

addressed both by APTRA and by other

session will explore these aspects to provide

assess the potential for the duty free and

ETRC President-elect Sarah Branquinho

industry bodies.

insights into a market that will never cease

travel retail sector, and look at some of the

will provide a summary of the various issues

to surprise.

travel retail operations and their experience.

that the industry associations are currently

Chandran Nair, CEO of GIFT, Global Institute

addressing to curb some of the threats to

For Tomorrow, will focus on the future

Charles Chen, Vice President of China Duty

Martin Roll, Martin Roll Company

the industry globally.

landscape for business in Asia, revealing

Free Group (CDFG)

Chim Esteban, CEO, Landmark Duty Free

APTRA President Sunil Tuli will summarise

some of the promising and the harsh

Chandran Nair, CEO, GIFT (Global Institute

Philippines

some of the latest issues and initiatives on

realities. Looking beyond the headlines of

For Tomorrow)

Stuart Lloyd, Senior Director, Pacific Asia

advocacy in the Asia Pacific region specifically.

“The Asia Century”, he will highlight both

Derek Sadubin, Chief Operating Officer,

Travel Association

President Erik Juul-Mortensen will share

geo-political issues and the economic shift

CAPA

Richard Ferne, Regional Director S.E. Asia,

TFWA’s vision, based on member and other

from West to East.

Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director,

Camus Spirits & Wines

industry stakeholder input, of how a global

Counter Intelligence Retail

Anastasia Wahyuni, Head of Corporate

association could adopt a more participative

Communication, Pt. Angkasa Pura Solusi

role in the industry, working alongside and

Furla CEO Eraldo Poletto will look at how
brands can harness the growth trend in Asia.

Moderator: Dermot Davitt, Executive

Furla is one of the luxury brands enjoying

Director – Deputy Publisher,

Moderator: Charlotte Smith, Editor, The

around the globe. The lunch will be an

the unfettered growth from Asia’s brand-

The Moodie Report

Travel Retail Business

opportunity to share thoughts and ideas

supporting the partner regional associations

hungry consumers. He will examine how

on such an organisation with stakeholders

brands can attract Asia’s consumers more

present, and to discuss how the regional

effectively and more responsibly in travel

Translation available in Mandarin

associations, individual companies and a

retail, appealing to their desire for luxury,

and Japanese

central global body could collaborate.

their social status and their conscience.

Due to space restrictions, attendance
is limited. All interested parties are

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &

encouraged to write to conference@tfwa.com

Research Manager, TFWA

to request an invitation. Please note that this
working lunch session will not be open to
the press.

Translation available in Mandarin
Erik Juul-Mortensen, President, TFWA

and Japanese

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and Managing
Director, King Power Group Hong Kong (Duty
Free)
Sarah Branquinho, President-elect, ETRC
10:45-11:15

13:15-14:30

and Business Relations & External Affairs

Business networking with coffee

Business networking lunch, Main Ballroom

Director, World Duty Free Group
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14:30-16:30 Afternoon Workshops

17:00-17:45

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops C and D run simultaneously

Closing Plenary

2012 conference
& workshops
sponsors:

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Workshop C: Technology Talk

Workshop D: Airline & Inflight Asia

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

Creating powerful
customer experience

Diamond:

Jonathan Chippindale, CEO, Holition
The social media and smartphone

Legacy, low cost and hybrid… different

phenomenon has taken the retail world by

airline business models are all serving the

The Closing Plenary will explore a new

storm – domestic and travel retail included.

same market. What will the future hold for

dimension to the potential for customer

The fast pace of progress in technology,

the Asia Pacific skyline?

engagement in duty free and travel retail.
Jonathan Chippindale, a former Managing

mobile internet speeds and device
innovation has provided further impetus to

Who are the key players, what is their

Director of the De Beers Group, will reveal DARK BACKGROUND

social media.

approach to inflight duty free, what will

a new world of customer experience to

be the key challenges to inflight duty free

illustrate how brands and retailers can

Some actors in the travel retail sector have

in Asia and how are airlines innovating

engage consumers at all points of the

adopted this powerful medium early on and

today? These are some of the questions

journey. He will look at the new frontiers

used it to their advantage. There is still huge

which the expert panel of airline and

of digital marketing and how this can be

potential for the industry to take travel retail

inflight experts will address in this

combined with premium and luxury brands

to the consumer wherever they are. This

detailed analysis of the airline and inflight

creatively. Jonathan will embark delegates

session will explore the principles of social

industry across Asia Pacific.

on a journey of discovery into the powerful

media best and worst practice, take a look

1 colour print

opportunities and untapped potential. The

at some examples from the industry and

David Huttner, Senior Vice President,

session promises a whole new dimension to

discuss how retailers, airports, airlines and

Nyras Capital

managing customer expectations.

brands can make best use of technological

Aldric Chau, Assistant Manager Inflight,

advances and social media.

Cathay Pacific
Vimal Rai, Executive Director, Inflight Sales

Platinum:

Workshop sessions:

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &DARK BACKGROUND
Research Manager, TFWA

Christina Cassiotis, Vice President, Leader

Group Hong Kong

Airport, ICF SH&E

Peter Mohn, Partner, Mind-set

Simon Kemp, Managing Director,

Irene Chan, Inflight Sales & Amenity

Translation available in Mandarin

We are social

Manager, Dragonair

and Japanese

1 colour print

Shashank Nigam, CEO, SimpliFlying

Moderator: Amanda Felix, Publisher, DutyModerator: John Rimmer, Executive

Free News International & Travel Retailer

Director – Business Development, The

International

Morning coffee break:

Moodie Report

Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese

Conference portfolio:

Conference hostess outfits:
16:30-17:00

17:45

Business networking with coffee

TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, Suntec Level 3
TFWA DAILY – 7
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new exhibitor profiles

Debuting
in The
Mezzanine

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE ARRIVALS issue 2012

01

02

The high-profile new exhibition area, The
Mezzanine, includes a range of brands either
exhibiting for the first time or returning after
an absence. Here, we highlight a selection.

Desigual 01

VICE Vodka
Icewine 02

the Mezzanine 314

Trexta 03
the Mezzanine 302

the Mezzanine 313
Who are you?

the strategic possibilities that the brand offers

Who are you?

Who are you?

Desigual is a Spanish fashion brand

within the travel retail channel and strengthen

VICE is produced by Vineland Estates Winery

Trexta is a product development partner for

that is renowned for its optimistic and

existing relationships. What’s more, since we

Ltd – Canada’s premier iconic estate winery

value added accessories and components

colourful differential designs. The fashion

are gradually increasing the brand’s presence

and producer of the world’s finest VQA wines

made of leather, fabrics, metal and plastic

brand started its activity under the slogan

in Asia, it is important to analyse and discover

and icewines.

in the consumer electronic and fashion

‘Desigual, it’s not the same’ in 1984,

the local markets and their key players within

when Thomas Meyer, founder and CEO

the channel first-hand.

of Desigual, imagined a future in which

industries.

Who buys your products?
VICE is perfect for the discerning beverage

Who buys your products?

people could dress differently with fresh

What are your objectives?

alcohol consumer who is longing for

Customers and product development

and fun clothes at an affordable price.

We want to present the Woman and

something unique and upscale. It is

partners: Bose speaker, Miu Miu, Vertu,

Desigual currently designs collections for

Accessories categories for our AW 2012 –

especially appreciated by the female 30-

Prada, Nokia, Blackberry etc.

women, men and children, as well as shoes

Rainbow collection to all visitors and bring a

55 year old demographic that is often

We are targeting portable electronic

and accessories. Desigual’s designs and

touch of fresh air, colour and optimism with

overlooked in the spirits world.

devices consumers that are conscious

collections are present in more than 71

our proposals for the months to come.

countries around the world.

of protective, fashionable, high quality

Why exhibit now?

leathers and fabrics that blend perfectly
with high-end craftsmanship.

What is your unique
selling point (USP)?

VICE is building on its recent successes

Who buys your products?
Desigual is a global company and its

We dress people, not bodies. We create

receptive market to new and innovative

Why exhibit now?

collections are universal, appealing to

garments with feeling – clothing, shoes

products and VICE also represents the

We want to exhibit now because five years

everyone whatever their age, origin or

and accessories with a heart – all unique.

evolution of the successful icewine category

ago, we created our personal brand known

gender. The Desigual brand is segmented by

Desigual apparel is an invitation to life,

in travel retail, so the timing is ideal.

as Trexta. We are hoping that more duty free

attitude, not by age.

looking to inspire all those that wear and

in many parts of the world. Asia is a very

retailers in Asia can carry our products in

see it. The Desigual brand is segmented

What are your objectives?

Why exhibit now?

by attitude, not by age. The brand’s

This show will allow us the opportunity to

Desigual currently participates in more than

customers range from 0 to 99 years of age,

meet with prospective clients and thank our

What are your objectives?

15 international trade exhibitions each season.

who are essentially happy and optimistic

existing clients in a professional atmosphere.

We are hoping to find more distributors in

We have decided to participate at TFWA

people who enjoy life. Our customers are

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE to increase

unconventional; they seek out that extra

What is your USP?

our presence at the most important trade

difference that makes their personality

Quite simply, VICE is the first and only

What is your USP?

exhibition in the sector, and hence highlight

stand out from the rest.

Vodka Icewine in the world. Unique

We create innovative designs, following

would be an understatement!

many years of research and development.

their stores.

Asia Pacific to distribute our Trexta products.

Stand D1
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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05

04

03

Mandarina Duck 04

Labouré Roi 05

the Mezzanine 312

the Mezzanine 324

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Mandarina Duck is an Italian fashion

After the purchase of the company by

Labouré Roi has become an international

To renew our business with the airlines,

brand specialised in leather goods and

E-Land, a Korean retail group with a yearly

brand with its success onboard airlines

cruise lines and duty free wine buyers, and

travel items. Founded in 1977, over the

turnover of US$7 billion, Mandarina Duck

and cruise ships. 10% of its production is

introduce our new products such as the PET

years Mandarina Duck has developed and

is very much focused on expanding its

selected during a blind tasting process for

MLP bottles of 187ml and 750ml, as well as

consolidated two collections.

travel retail network, entering new markets

the inflight services and for the pleasure of

a huge range of Burgundy wines in different

Leisure collection, the female spirit of the

and strengthening the existing ones, by

the first and executive passengers.

bottle sizes, such as 750ml, 150ml and

brand, features products and accessories

presenting dedicated products along with

Labouré Roi offers an impressive

300ml, from several vintages.

that accompany and adorn women

the benchmark lines that have created the

portfolio of appellations – from regional

throughout their daily lives. The Travel

success of Mandarina Duck so far.

appellations to Grand crus. It works

What are your objectives?

with 100 different domains – from

To develop new relations with the airlines,
cruise lines and duty free business.

and Business line is a more rational and
practical line, where intelligent design

What are your objectives?

Chablis to the Beaujolais district.

provides attractive solutions to our

The company plans to open new locations

Burgundy is the cradle of Pinot Noir and

customers’ daily travel and work needs.

and to develop its presence in a region that

Chardonnay. With this heritage, Labouré

What is your USP?

E-Land Group – the number one fashion

is very strategic both for the brand and for

Roi has been developing some micro

Located in Nuits-Saint-Geores, the Labouré-

company in Korea – purchased Mandarina

its travel retail business. We are welcoming

vinifications. Its winemaking team is devoted

Roi winemaking facility is one of the more

Duck in July 2011. Following the acquisition,

new customers to our booth to show them

to quality and has installed a full monitoring

technically advanced wineries in Burgundy.

it intends to commence an important

our newest collection of briefcases, bags and

system with the domain from which it buys

With a cellaring capacity of 1,300 barrels,

relaunch project of the brand worldwide.

travel items.

the grapes.

the winery supplements the house’s
impressive historic cellars. Dating back to

Who buys your products?

What is your USP?

Who buys your products?

the 16th century, the ancient cellars are still

Our benchmark customers are active,

Only Mandarina Duck can offer functionality

Airlines such as: British Airways, All Nippon

used today for the storage of 1,100 barrels.

informed, curious and hard-to-please

able to get independent women and men

Airways, Thai Airways, Finnair, Air Afrique,

men and women. Every product in the

excited through an unparalleled combination

Air Gabon, Singapore Airlines, Air France,

Mandarina Duck collections is dedicated

of intelligent solutions and design, unusual

Emirates, Royal Jordanian, United Airlines,

to them. They deglamourise status,

materials, personal usage of colour and

American Airlines, Continental Airlines,

they appreciate understatement, but

surprising details. The emotion that the

Northwest Airlines, Lufthansa, Sri Lankan

still they choose distinctive brands that

product delivers is not just a matter of its

Airlines and Vietnam Airlines.

represent a good balance in terms of

look, but it comes through the understanding

Cruise lines: Celebrity Cruise.

quality, emotion and innovation.

of how simple, smart and unique its
solutions are.
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01

Confectionery
sector looks to
Asia for growth
In the face of the high cost of raw ingredients and
unpredictable currency fluctuations, the confectionery sector
is still experiencing growth in the travel retail channel,
thanks in a large part to the purchasing power of the Asian
consumer. Ryan Ghee explores how the suppliers have
overcome the recent challenges and how they have tailored
their offering to fulfil regional demands.
Following a tough 2010, the
performance of the duty free and
travel retail channel in 2011 made
for better reading. According to
Generation Research’s preliminary
results for the full calendar year,
overall global sales saw an increase
of almost +18% to US$46 billion.
Granted, this figure does not take into
account the weakened US dollar, but
nonetheless, it still shows a significant
and much-needed increase. As for the
confectionery sector itself, it recorded
growth in the first nine months of
2011, albeit a more modest +4%.

03

01 Butlers Chocolates only moved into
the Asian market two years ago, but
having experienced a strong level of
interest, a dedicated office was opened
in Singapore last year.

04

Among the companies that registered a
positive performance in 2011 was Kraft

tourism, unforeseen currency fluctuations

delivered one of our best years ever and

Foods World Travel Retail (KFWTR) (Stand

worldwide, the earthquake and tsunami in

proved the resilience of our business model.”

P20), which posted growth in a year that saw

Japan and the integration of a newly acquired

Outlining that currency fluctuations

the integration of the Cadbury brand into the

company, we are proud to conclude that

and rising commodity prices are being

KFWTR business model.

we had a terrific year,” said Andreas Fehr,

addressed individually by region, market and

“Looking back at the many external and

managing director, KFWTR. “Overall, a

channel through ongoing portfolio-, price-

internal challenges we had to face in 2011,

well diversified mix of markets and brands

and promotion-management activities,

such as the Arab Spring and its impact on

coupled with a highly dedicated team

Fehr explained that a key focus remains

02 Andreas Fehr, managing director,
KFWTR: “Overall, a well diversified
mix of markets and brands coupled
with a highly dedicated team delivered
one of our best years ever and proved
the resilience of our business model.”
03 In 2011, the Asian market
accounted for more than 40% of the
global travel retail business for Godiva
Chocolatier.
04 Steven Candries, export and travel
retail director, Guylian, explained that
the Asian travel market is “slowly
overtaking the importance of Europe”.
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on “delighting travellers”. He said: “Our
analysis of the behaviour of travellers and
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Tailored offering
The discerning Asian consumer has played

shoppers around the world has highlighted

a key role in the growth not just of sales in

significant opportunities. To offer just one

the confectionery sector, but the duty free

example, confectionery is the most impulse-

and travel retail industry as a whole, and

driven category within the travel retail offer,

the importance of this is highlighted by an

and therefore if we make it highly visible and

increasingly tailored product offering that is

let travellers interact with it too, it will drive

based on specific regional demands.

incremental sales growth.”

For Godiva Chocolatier (Stand H2), Asia

Alan Brennan, customer marketing

accounted for more than 40% of its global

manager, Nestlé International Travel Retail

travel retail business in 2011, something

(NITR) (Stand G30), also voiced his opinion

that it puts down to the premium brand

that the intrinsic nature of the confectionery

positioning in the region. The high-end

sector – that it is “not a pre-planned

confectionery products have enjoyed

purchase category” – is a key challenge.

particular success in Asia, while seasonal

“Hence, working on its visibility, on points

products have also proved popular for

of interruption, and on attractive products

events such as Chinese New Year.

in order to leverage the high impulse nature

“Godiva focuses on in-store events and

of the category, is one of our key priorities,”

exciting presentations to create theatre

he said.

and engage travellers,” said CS Lam, travel

With this in mind, NITR has developed the
Perfect Store concept, which is designed to

06

retail director, Asia Pacific. “As a leading
brand in premium confectionery, it is

increase penetration, conversion and basket

important to continue raising the bar with

size, capitalising on the high impulse nature

eye-catching promotional props in our high-

of confectionery and its role in building the

profile outposts.”

basket by targeting both the pre-planned

Guylian’s (Stand K10) Steven Candries, export

and unplanned confectionery shopper.

and travel retail director, also highlighted

“Our offer has been adapted to answer

the difference between Asian consumers

evolving shopper needs, in all sub-

and their European and, to an extent, North

categories,” added Frederic Porchet,

American counterparts. While Europeans

NITR’s marketing manager. “Here again,

“love discounted brands”, the “rich and

shopper observation is key to detecting

affluent Asian traveller is not afraid to spend

evolving needs and to bring high performing

money” on higher-end products.

innovations to the market.”

Innovation is key to driving sales in Asia,
Candries explained, and new packaging

07

and even repackaging – which applies to
the Chinese market – has been developed.
“The Asian region is, with its 40% share,
very important and slowly overtaking the
importance of Europe,” he added.
For Butlers Chocolates (Stand Q9), the
Asia Pacific region is proving to be equally
important. The Irish company only moved
into the Asian market two years ago, but
having experienced a strong level of interest,
a dedicated office was opened in Singapore
in 2011.
“Butlers Chocolates has been particularly well
received in Asia, where there is an increasing
demand for high quality premium chocolate
and confectionery products,” said Kathy
Smyth, the company’s marketing manager. At
present, Butlers is represented at ten airports
in the region, including in Malaysia, Singapore,

08
05 “We will focus on what innovation we can do
as a company in order to continue to provide a
value to the consumer,” said Tad Teraizumi, VP
sales, Asia Pacific, Hawaiian Host.

09

06 Giannicola Losacco, general manager,
Ferrero Travel Market: “Without innovation in
presentation, the customer will become bored.
Even when the product is a confirmed winner,
we spark interest by adding a new presentation.”
07 NITR has developed the Perfect Store
concept, which is designed to increase
penetration, conversion and basket size by
targeting both the pre-planned and unplanned
confectionery shopper.
08 In travel retail terms, the Asia Pacific market
is the biggest market for Hershey's, which is
among the top two confectionery brands in
the region.
09 New packaging concepts have been designed
this year by Bruyerre to attract new consumers,
reduce costs and become more eco-friendly.
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India and Indonesia, and Smyth explained: “We
are hoping that our listings will increase over
the coming months.”

10

'Innovation is key'
Ensuring that the product offering has
a fresh appeal has also proved vitally
important among Asian travellers, who tend
to be attracted by innovation. Ferrero (Stand
L8) is already well established in the likes
of Hong Kong, Singapore and domestically
in China, but Giannicola Losacco, general
manager, Ferrero Travel Market, explained
that the company will not rest on its laurels.
“Ferrero has been monitoring the rapid
development of the Asia Pacific market
and has in recent years extended its
distribution and sales networks to handle

11

the portfolio of brands across the region.”
Among these brands are the likes of
Ferrero Rocher, Kinder and Tic Tac, but
although the product offering is already

for Asia amidst stiff competition”.

popular, Losacco outlined that “innovation

Hawaiian Host (Stand P13) also reports

is key”. He added: “Without innovation in

strong brand recognition in Asia Pacific,

presentation, the customer will become

which Tad Teraizumi, VP sales, Asia Pacific,

bored. Even when the product is a confirmed

described as being an “important part of

winner, we spark interest by adding a new

our overall global travel retail strategy”.

presentation like the iconic Ferrero Rocher

Despite the rising ingredient, packaging

pyramid.”

and shipping costs, the company reported

For Hershey’s (Stand P10), in terms of the

a “better than expected” 2011 and is

travel retail channel, the Asia Pacific region is

expecting a “positive” 2012.

its biggest market and Onye Ebo, marketing

“We definitely view innovation as important

manager, Hershey’s World Travel Retail,

in the travel retail segment,” Teraizumi

outlined that the company “will continue to

said. “We will focus on what innovation we

drive growth to stay within the top two brands

can do as a company in order to continue to
provide a value to the consumer.”
Elsewhere, innovation is also a key theme

10 Mars International Travel Retail is
presenting a range of affordable confectionery
goods from famous brands such as M&M’s,
Snickers, Twix and Bounty at this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.
11 Laurens Krijgsman, international account
manager travel retail, Perfetti Van Melle: “Asia
Pacific is highly important for PVM, particularly
key countries like Malaysia, China, Singapore
and Thailand, where we see a lot of potential
for growth.”
12 Neuhaus’ focus is on targeting the high-end
confectionery demand with a new range to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the praline.

12

for Bruyerre (Stand P1), as Kevin Jacques,
marketing & export department, explained.
“Innovation is very important for us as this
leads to the creation of new demands in
certain markets”. New packaging concepts
have been designed this year by the Belgian
company to attract consumers, reduce
costs and become more eco-friendly, and
new smaller pre-pack gifts have also been
introduced.
Mars International Travel Retail (Stand K35)
will also be exhibiting a range of affordable
confectionery goods from famous brands such

Asian importance

as M&M’s, Snickers, Twix and Bounty, while

Despite the many obstacles that have

Neuhaus (Stand P9) is satisfying the high-end

threatened the growth of the travel retail

demand with a new range to celebrate the

confectionery sector, a unanimous optimism

100th anniversary of the praline.

exists for the future and running parallel to
this optimism is the belief that the Asia Pacific

Global approach

region has a vital role to play going forward.

Perfetti Van Melle Global Travel Retail

Ferrero’s Losacco explained: “Europe is

(Stand N3) provides another example of

the home market of our brands with well

a confectionery company that has high

established domestic distribution of all

ambitions for 2012 and the Asia Pacific

brands, but the Americas are developing

region is expected to play a vital role in

steadily and Asia Pacific is becoming

helping it achieve its ambitious targets. The

increasingly important.”

company reported an increase in sales of

Adding his weight to the theory of Asia

+5% in 2011 and for 2012 the target is to

Pacific being a key region for the future,

achieve growth of +20%.

Roland Stieger, head of sales for NITR, said:

Laurens Krijgsman, international account

“The massive consumer potential combined

manager travel retail, Perfetti Van Melle

with the ongoing removal of the access

(PVM), said: “Asia Pacific is highly important

barriers to this potential make Asia very

for PVM, particularly key countries like

important to us and probably to every other

Malaysia, China, Singapore and Thailand,

key player in the industry – brand owners

where we see a lot of potential for growth.”

and retailers alike.”

While the demand for PVM’s products does

While the rate of growth is impossible to

differ slightly from region to region, Krijgsman

predict, it can certainly be expected that the

explained: “We don’t focus on a specific

Asia Pacific region will be the driving force

region, but on innovation on a global level.”

behind it.
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New product previews
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE has, once again, attracted a broad range of
exhibitors across all product categories. The mix of new products being presented is as
diverse and exciting as ever, and here we preview a selection of the latest launches.

Swing, Sing
and Shine
Swarovski’s ‘Swing, Sing and Shine’ Spring/
Summer 2012 collection will take centre
stage in Singapore. Visitors to the exhibition
will have the opportunity to preview a range
of jewellery pieces from the new collection,
which is based on ‘Sweet Sixties’ and ‘In the
Spotlight’ themes.
Among the impressive pieces is the
Regency necklace, which features
chaton-set crystals and jewelled flowers.
Meanwhile, the Raspberry set includes
regular black resin beads on a long chain,
set off a rhodium-plated pendant. Mini
crystals take the form of a cherry in a
gradation of colours and subtle dusty pink.
This perfectly combines with the different
shades of pink found on the Polly bracelet,
which is enhanced by small star and heartshaped pendants.
Also featured is the large Lips bangle,
which heralds the comeback of retro
design, with coloured crystal kisses

Classic
scent,
new
approach

encrusted using injection moulding.
Elsewhere, the Gold bracelet reinterprets
black Crystal Mesh on patent leather in the

Mäurer & Wirtz recently acquired the

style of red vinyl.

Baldessarini fragrance brand and will use

Among the pieces from the ‘In the

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE to give

Spotlight’ theme is the Round Sphere

the brand fresh impetus. The fragrance and

necklace, featuring metallic spheres

body care line was launched by Hugo Boss

covered in Crystal Rock. A Round Sphere

in 2002 and the first fragrance, Baldessarini

bangle is also included in the range.

Classic, continues to enjoy great success.

Stand E30

Established brand elements will be retained,
including the slogan ‘Separates the men
from the boys’, and Charles Schumann will
continue to be the brand ambassador for
Baldessarini Fragrances.

Diamond wine

The Baldessarini Classic fragrance and
body care range comprises a selection of
eau de colognes, after shaves, shower gels
and deodorants. In addition to the core line,
in the past ten years, the men’s fragrances

Distilleria Bottega has launched the

Pinot Noir is a very fickle grape, requiring

Del Mar, Ambré, Strictly Private and Private

new Bottega Diamond as part of its 35th

great attention during the winemaking

Affairs have been launched.

anniversary celebrations. The new luxury

process. The wine is produced just once

Werner Baldessarini, the licensor and

wine is a special Pinot Noir from Oltrepò

a year and after two fermentations it

the man the brand is named after, said:

Pavese in Lombardia, Italy. The bottle,

remains in tanks for almost 12 months in

“Baldessarini is a fragrance line that is very

which will be presented in Singapore,

contact with lees, a production method

close to my heart, and I am delighted that

is enriched with crystal diamonds that

that enhances complexity and adds extra

the brand will in future be managed and

reproduce the Bottega logo.

richness and flavour to the wine.

developed by such a highly experienced and

The dry, harmonic and velvety sparkling

The introduction of Bottega Diamond

competent partner as Mäurer & Wirtz. It is

wine is characterised by a thin and

follows the recent success of Distilleria

a good feeling to know that the brand I once

persistent perlage, as well as pleasant

Bottega’s popular Bottega Gold.

established is in such good hands.”

Stand J9

Stand J4

scents of black cherries. The slightly spicy
aftertaste has cinnamon and mint hints.
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Iconic
style

Balmoral Dominican Selection

This year’s exhibition will see the

cigars will be presented by

introduction of Lacoste’s L.12.12 Shopper

Agio Cigars in Singapore.

Project line to Asian buyers. The line

Since the introduction of the

will be featured alongside the brand’s

range in 2001, it has become

iconic L.12.12 Polo collection, which

established as one of the best-

introduces new styles, materials and

selling premium cigars in

colours for Autumn Winter 2012.

the world.

All of the products – which include a stretch

The Balmoral Dominican

mini piqué polo, a rugby polo with wide stripes

Selection has won widespread

and the travel retail best-selling Polo dress

acclaim within the industry for

– will be displayed in a replica of Lacoste’s

its combination of quality and

unique Polo Wall and Polo Bar, which is now

value for money. From the Small

the preferred merchandising system for the

Panatela to the Churchill Tubos, all

brand throughout its flagship stores globally.

cigars are made in the Dominican

This generation of new emblematic boutiques

Republic using the finest tobaccos.

can be found in Hamburg, Montréal, London,

An elegant gifting product is also

Tokyo and – soon – Shanghai.

available. The Balmoral Dominican

The L.12.12 Concept is inspired by Lacoste’s

Selection Collection is an assortment

roots. The Polo Shirt, the Petit Pique, Colours

box containing 12 cigars, which are

and Elegance. A new shopping bag line was

presented in a beautiful wooden box.

created for Spring Summer 2012, which

It contains a wide selection of cigars with

combines Petit Pique and leather in a chic

something to suit all tastes. The assortment

and minimalistic way with a large colour

box is finished with a beautiful photo sleeve

palette for high visual impact. This has now

illustrating the contents to help you select the

been extended for Autumn Winter 2012 with

right cigar for the moment.

new shapes including a Clutch.

Stand E9

Stand G29

Caviar
skincare

serum that instantly transforms the look
and feel of the skin. The high level of
Caviar Extract, derived from ecologically
sound aqua-farmed Baerii sturgeon, lies
at the heart of Skin Caviar Liquid Lift’s

New exhibitor

ability to firm and tighten the skin,

La Prairie is marking the 25th anniversary of

while a new pentapeptide acts as a

the launch of its ‘caviar standard’ of age-

Recovery Complex.

defying skincare. The golden caviar pearls,

La Prairie will also highlight the Advanced

famous for their immediate lifting action,

Marine Biology Lifestyle Collection.

are now combined with a unique Recovery

Designed for both men and women, the

Complex that alters the skin’s basic

collection is made up of five products:

structure for long-term firmness.

Advanced Marine Biology Foaming Mousse

Skin Caviar Liquid Lift offers the highest

Cleaner, Revitalizing Emulsion, Day Cream

concentration of pure Caviar Extract of any

SPF 20 & Tonic, Eye Gel, and Tonic.

skincare treatment in La Prairie’s Caviar
Collection. The result is an effectual

Stand H30
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The fresh menthol flavour makes for a
pleasant smoke.

Top
class
wine

J. Cortès Cigars has also created a new
concept of wooden tip cigarillo in three
different tastes: natural, vanilla and ginger.
The rich and tasteful cigarillos come with

Stylish
scarves

a quality Java Besuki wrapper and each
pack consists of eight cigarillos. They are
presented in an exclusive box with an easy

Visitors to the Diverse Flavours stand
can preview Cederberg Sauvignon
Blanc 2011, which has recently been
chosen by All Nippon Airways to
be poured in Business Class.

Smoking
innovation

Anthony Budd, managing director,

magnetic opening and closing system.
On the same stand, Domingo Natural
hand rolling tobacco made from biological
tobaccos will be presented. During the
growing period of the tobacco plants,
as well as after harvest and during the

Diverse Flavours, said: “It was a fantastic

production process, no taste enhancers,

achievement for Cederberg to get

J. Cortès Cigars is presenting the innovative

additives or preservatives are added. Each

shortlisted for such a prestigious listing, and

Neos Mini Menthol Filter. The mini cigarillos,

product is packed in a wooden box of five

to get through the final rigorous selection

presented in an attractive tin, are made from

packs, including organic rolling paper.

and tasting process is a testament to the

a perfectly balanced tobacco blend and carry

quality wines made at Cederberg, South

a premium Ecuador light shade wrapper.

Stand F10

Africa’s highest winery at 1,000 metres
above sea level.”
Cederberg Sauvignon Blanc 2011 is
described as a lively yet elegant wine. On the
nose you will find capsicum, gooseberries,
white asparagus and slight melon notes.

Mystical jewels

The palate boasts invigorating acidity, which
provides a perfect balance
with the fruit. The flinty

FREYWILLE is presenting the Magic

surfaces within the enamel. Among the

finish on the aftertaste

Sphinx jewellery collection at this

pieces is the Pendant Messager d’Amour,

lingers for quite some

year’s exhibition. The iconic range is

Diva Bangle, Oblong Watch and Diva Ring.

time – the true signature

designed to represent the spirit of

of the winemaking style

creativity and the power to practice

of Cederberg. The Ernie

it, and the Sphinx was chosen as the

the Scarves By Destiny stand at TFWA Asia

Els Big Easy Red will be

FREYWILLE emblem as it embodies

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

served at the Welcoming

one of the oldest dreams of mankind.

The custom made products include

Cocktail, Chill-out

The enamel canvasses are adorned with

freshwater pearls, adding to the great sense

Party and Singapore

the Sphinx symbol and finished in

of style of the collection.

Swing Party. Diverse

a high-shine mirror effect. 24k

The collection of scarves comprises a variety

Flavours invites

yellow gold bands line the

of fabrics, including silk, bamboo, cotton,

all show visitors in

designs, adding a touch of

wool and cashmere. The jewels are then

the wine and spirits

luxury to the collection.

carefully chosen to enhance the scarf and

trade to its stand for

The new collection

hand crafted to the very highest standards.

the chance to win a

is available in two

Scarves By Destiny offers many lines, which

Magnum of Ernie Els

colours – Coral

are suitable for all seasons and occasions.

Signature wine signed

and Ivory – and

In addition, the scarves can be tailor made

by the man himself.

for the first time,

for individual clientele upon request.

Stand Q8

Bright
bags

FREYWILLE uses
three different gold

Stand J30

New exhibitor
A range of elegantly crafted scarves
designed for women will be showcased on

Stand J02

inflight will also be revealed at the show.
From the Autumn/Winter 2012 collection,
one of the travel retail highlights is Tribe,
an innovative entry/medium price iconic
line also known as the ‘Furla & I IT’ bag.
The multi-functional reversible shopper is
available in three sizes and changes both

New exhibitor

design and shape when reversed.

Premium accessories brand Furla is to

The highly distinctive PVC bag line, Candy,

present its Autumn/Winter 2012 collection

has already proved to be very popular

in Singapore. The bright and colourful

among travel retail buyers. For Autumn/

collection is inspired by ‘Living in the City’.

Winter 2012, these fun, rubber and rubber/

Successful carry over lines such as

print bags come in new colours such as

Piper, Piper Lux, Candy, Globetrotter

red, pink and orange, along with metallic

and Amazzone, plus restyled lines

multi-glitter combinations of gold/red/

Urban, Cindy and Wave, are given new

silver/blue.

shapes, colours and styles. In addition,

Asia Pacific is a core region in travel retail

completely new lines have been added,

for Furla, representing about 40% of the

including Papermoon, Beat, Tribe and

company’s business in the category.

Pop – a dynamic business/travel line in
nylon and leather. A brand new line for

Stand E19
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Introducing Oreo
Kraft Foods World Travel Retail (KFWTR)

presents a high quality box of the cookies

is launching an array of novelties, with

covered with milk chocolate. Oreo Travel

new offers from brands such as Toblerone,

Pack features two flavours in a suitcase-

Cadbury and Milka, and the introduction of

shaped box for an inspired travel gift. With

Oreo to the travel retail channel.

a focus on snacking and sharing, the Mini

The Toblerone Variety Gift Box brings

Oreo Sharing Pouch contains 10 individual

together four flavours, including milk, white,

Mini Oreo bags in a convenient travel

dark and ‘Snowtop’ – a milk-white chocolate

pouch, while Mini Oreo Canister offers

combination. Meanwhile, the Toblerone

bite-sized cookies in a cup-shaped snack

White Minis Pouch offers one of the most

pack. Finally, the Oreo Snack Bag features

popular flavours in a snack-size format.

nine individually-wrapped sachets, each

The Cadbury Chunk Box offers 26

containing two Oreos.

individually-wrapped pieces of Cadbury
Dairy Milk chocolate in a gift box modelled

Stand P20

on a chunk of Cadbury’s milk chocolate. Also
new is the Cadbury Travel Mix, a selection
of six Cadbury favourites – Dairy Milk,
Caramel, Twirl, Fudge, Eclairs and Twist.
Additions to the Milka portfolio include Milka
Popcorn, which combines slightly salted
popcorn with Alpine milk chocolate. The
Milka Crispello Pouch offers individuallywrapped pieces of chocolate-covered wafer
filled with a smooth milk chocolate cream.
Meanwhile, Oreo makes a powerful
entry into travel retail with a range of six
exciting novelties. Targeting the premium
gifting segment, the Oreo Tin is a giant
Oreo-shaped biscuit tin full of cookies.
For informal gifting, Oreo Chocolate Gift

Best Under
the Sun

move from double-bridge aviators and
single masks to simple black wayfarerstyle frames. Elegant styling and jewelled
tones for women are teamed with discreetly
delicate metal arms and generous dark
lenses. Frames are encrusted with semiprecious gemstones and come with striking

Polaroid’s 2012 Sunglass Collection

shaped gradient coloured lenses.

celebrates the brand’s 75th anniversary.

The Trend Collection introduces Rapper-style

The company will be highlighting its Core,

dark coloured acetate frames, some with

Premium and Trend collections at TFWA

metal detailing on the frame top, teamed

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, as well as

with gradient lenses for the moody look.

its Best Under the Sun range.

Alternatively, there are big mirrored lenses

The Core Collection offers an unparalleled

in tear-drop style metal frames in startling

choice of stylish metal and acetate

silver combined with blue, red or black.

frames for men and women. From

The Best under the Sun 75th Anniversary

classic Aviators to the latest generously

Collection is inspired by designs from the

wide fashion frames with just-oversized

1930s to 1980s. Each model comes in two

rounded lenses, temple arms go from

colourways and is made from TR90 high

subtle drain-pipes and wafer thin

tensile nylon giving exceptional durability

cut-outs to chunky decorative fashion

and crystal-clear clarity to the frames.

or deep-set functional styles.
In the Premium Collection, men’s designs

Stand M5
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four models with distinguishing elements

Striking
eyewear

of the animal print and snake emblem,
which combined with new styles and

Exclusive whisky

modern details give rise to an extra-sensual
collection in keeping with current trends.
Diesel Eyewear pieces being showcased

The Balvenie Tun 1401 Batch 4 is being

include Love Bud, Rigatini, On Air and

showcased on the William Grant & Sons

Marcolin is exhibiting a range of sunglass

Tough Cookie.

stand. The latest release from Malt Master

brands at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

There is a very stylish collection of

David Stewart is an outstanding single malt

ONE2ONE, including Tom Ford Eyewear,

Swarovski Eyewear being exhibited.

made from ten selected rare and precious

Roberto Cavalli Eyewear, Diesel Eyewear,

Beautiful is the key model of the season,

casks from across the ages and is available

Swarovski Eyewear and Tod’s.

with a strikingly bold design. It is available

exclusively in travel retail. TFWA Asia Pacific

For Tom Ford Eyewear, the rounded 1970s

in several shades to allow for the creation

& GATE ONE2ONE marks the official launch

sunglass shape returns revamped as the

of different looks. The new introductions

of the product into Asia.

oversized Carrie – a striking acetate frame.

will be accompanied by iconic models

For Batch 4 of the Balvenie Tun 1401,

Meanwhile the Rhi transforms the 1970s

from the first collection, such as ‘Amazing’

David Stewart filled the tun with The

look into the epitome of modern, urban

with its entirely-faceted acetate frame.

Balvenie matured in three sherry

chic, with sparkling brown, sand and violet

The new Tod’s sunglasses collection

butts (1970, 1971 and 1973) and seven

frames. The Madison creates a look of

includes a range of contemporary designs.

traditional American oak barrels

ladylike glamour, with a curving version of

There is a reference to its expertise in

(1966, 1972, 1974, 1975, 1978, 1980

the classic, cat-eye shape. The Tom Ford

leather work details, which appear on the

and 1990), carefully chosen to create a

Eyewear range also includes two versions of

arms of some models.

single malt characterised by luxurious

the aviator sunglass frame for men.
The Robert Cavalli Eyewear collection features

Stand J34

honey, mellow spices and oak. Velvety
smooth and rich, accompanied by soft
ripe fruits and a citrus sweetness, the
taste then brings a wave of vanilla and a
hint of butterscotch. The single malt’s
abv is 48%.
Ian Taylor, William Grant & Sons
global marketing manager, said:
“Global travel retail remains a crucial

addition, which will enhance the current

channel for William Grant & Sons and

range, adding further interest and

we have developed a careful portfolio of

excitement for travellers worldwide.”

exclusive expressions for The Balvenie.
This latest creation is a wonderful

Stand K21
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its best-selling Aviator watch range, along

Diverse
selection

with the latest additions to the colourful

A vast range of products – including

lip balms, and a revitalised Bourjois

timepieces, watches and jewellery – is being

makeup collection.

exhibited on the Scorpio Distributors stand.

Having recently agreed a new travel

An extended range of watches is being

retail distribution agreement with Hot

presented, including the Timberland range

Diamonds, a range of jewellery pieces is

of Quartz watches, which are new to the

being presented. The agreement covers

distributor’s portfolio. An inflight range of

both inflight and retail shops worldwide

watches has been created specifically to suit

with some exceptions in Asia, where long-

airline buyers, while 22 skus are available to

standing agreements exist.

selected regional ground stores.
Scorpio is also exhibiting new models from

Alluring
aromas

range of Avalanche Quartz watches.
A number of new skincare and cosmetics
products is also on show. Among them is
the Skin Doctors Cosmeceuticals range,
Di Palamo skincare products, Lip Smacker

Stand K28

bergamot flower and freesia, with hints of
osmanthus, violet, jasmine, heliothrope,
lily of the valley, sandalwood flower, laurel,
cinnamon flower and apple blossom. The
fragrance is available in two sizes – 50ml
and 100ml.
From Prada, Infusion d’Iris Eau de Parfum

Puig is highlighting a range of the

Absolue will be highlighted. Among the

latest fragrances from the likes of

rich ingredients are Tunisian neroli, orange

Nina Ricci, Paco Rabanne, Carolina

blossom, Italian iris, benzoin from Laos,

Herrera, Prada and Valentino.

Venezuelan tonka bean, Madagascan vanilla

From Carolina Herrera, the new CH L’eau

and white musks. The scent is presented

will be presented. The feminine fragrance

in a vintage-style flacon bearing the Prada

is the latest addition to the CH perfume

heritage crest.

line. Carolina Herrera Jr., together with

Among the other fragrances being

Olivier Cresp, the perfumer behind CH L’eau,

showcased are Nina Fantasy from Nina Ricci

immersed themselves in the concept of

and Valentina from Valentino.

‘flower madness’ to create a light perfume
made from lemon blossom, orange blossom,

Stand G13
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Inspired by
the 50s

greyed blues or navy blues have
cornflower blue or violet effects, while
the beige and brown are combined with a
blend of scorched leather.
Exclusive patterns are enhanced by ultrafine fabrics in super 130s and 150s wool.

Pal Zileri is presenting its Fall/Winter 2012-

Melange, grisaille, mouliné and Prince

2013 collection, which is inspired by the

of Wales micropatterns, with crossing

1950s. The new collection takes inspiration

threads in various colours are the result of

from the rich imagery of the decade, such

research inspired by the 1950s.

as the front covers of Life, the style of the

The Concept collection focuses on a mix

legendary Wall Street and Madison Avenue

of light fabrics, giving an opaque look and

magnates, and the sophisticated elegance

mix of fabrics on the same garments, such

of Hitchcock actors.

as cotton wool or cotton nylon. The vintage

The formal wear lines come in various

aspect is the key element, highlighted by

shades of grey, from light mixed with

different washes in trousers and shirts.

antique pink, to anthracite brightened by
a mustard accent colour. Alternatively,

Stand H18

Special
edition
spirit

An innovative new writing system from

following decades of fine writing being led by

accessory design. The Parker Ingenuity

Tequilera Corralejo is introducing a

PARKER is set to revolutionise how we feel

the fountain pen, ball point, roller ball and

Collection, created for exclusive use with the

special commemorative edition premium

about writing. The innovation consists of

mechanical pencil – was born out of extensive

Parker 5TH Technology, comes in two sizes,

tequila at this year’s show. 99,000 Hours

a cutting-edge refill tip and an engraved

research into consumers’ needs. Today

bold large and elegant slim. The on-trend

is aged in single Kentucky barrels for

metallic hood – together they constitute

PARKER presents a single pen that answers

collection draws design inspiration from

18 months and double distilled in the

Parker 5TH Technology, the next

these expectations combining ease, a soft

the latest advances in the luxury watch,

traditional Corralejo Charente method

generation in pens.

writing feel and a stylish, high-end design.

jewellery and cosmetic industries.

using copper and column stills. The

The Parker 5TH Technology – so named

This new innovation provides an unparalleled

premium tequila is presented in a

as it offers a genuine fifth way of writing,

writing experience producing pleasurable and

PARKER revolution

beautiful penmanship while being the perfect
pen that can travel with you anywhere.
The new writing system from PARKER is
not only a technological breakthrough, it is
also a must-have example of contemporary

Stand F26

rounded carafe style bottle and is
designed for drinking neat on the rocks
or in cocktails.
Another new product – Vodka Boker –
is also being introduced to the Asian
market. The Mexican corn vodka is
presented in a highly attractive and
unusual deep blue bottle, which has a
twisted effect. Initially launched into
travel retail markets in India, Central
America, Mexico, and Canada, Vodka

MINOX innovations

Boker is described as versatile and
smooth, with the added bonus of a direct
link with centuries of history and culture.

New exhibitor

The company’s key markets are in the

The latest innovations from MINOX will be

MINOX Monocular features

Americas, but it is steadily expanding its

presented in Singapore. Among the latest

an integrated compass, as

presence outside of the region and now

lines is the new MINOX Monocular MD 7x42

well a fine reticle that can

reports significant duty free business in

C with integrated compass. Boasting a field

be used to determine the

India, the Maldives, Sri Lanka and Spain.

view of 114m at 1,000m, 7x magnification

range or size of objects

The Middle East and Asia Pacific are the

and a precision compass, it makes for the

in view. These technical

next key target markets.

perfect companion for those who enjoy

features make the MINOX MD

outdoor life.

7x42 C a reliable navigator for both lovers of

Besides its high optical performance, the

water sports and outdoor enthusiasts.

Stand E02

Year of
the
Dragon

will be looking for customised gifting

exclusives, including six new items in the

solutions to celebrate this unique event,”

NESTLE SWISS Premium Collection.

said Alan Brennan. “These two exclusive

NITR is expanding the age appeal

tins, which capitalise on our best-selling

of SMARTIES into teens with a new

brands NESTLE SWISS and KITKAT, are

Shrek franchise. Shrek, along with

designed not just for CNY but as a whole

his friend Donkey, is available as

year gift sales opportunity.”

a ‘bobble head’ figurine gift boxed

The tins – in red, silver and gold for NESTLE

with five SMARTIES tubes.

Stand A15

SWISS and red and gold for KITKAT – are

Also new for KIT KAT is a travel retail

Nestlé International Travel Retail (NITR) is

embossed with Dragon graphics and have

exclusive 405g mixed pack containing

introducing two travel retail exclusives to

a premium look and feel. They contain 350g

white, milk and dark varieties of the world

celebrate the Chinese Year of the Dragon.

(66) SWISS Napolitains and 450g (10) KITKAT

famous KIT KAT 4 Finger.

“Chinese New Year in particular is an

4 Finger bars respectively.

important gifting period and Asian travellers

They join a growing portfolio of travel retail

Stand G30
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Guylian's
new
pouch
Guylian has created a new packaging
concept for its Temptations range. The

and sharing with friends.
Guylian as a brand is renowned for its
seahorse-shaped chocolates and the
company takes part in Project Seahorse,
which is dedicated to preserving
seahorses and other marine life across

TRE signs Lamy
agreement

the world. Guylian provides long-term
support for this crucial work and

Travel Retail Experts is presenting the

has been a major partner of Project

Lamy Collection in Singapore, following

Seahorse since 1999.

the announcement that the company has

Stand K10

been appointed by the renowned German
writing instruments brand as its travel retail

individually wrapped premium

agent worldwide. The agreement covers all

Belgian chocolates are

regions with the exception of Scandinavia.

now available in a 537g

Lamy writing instruments are developed

pouch pack, which will be

and produced in Heidelberg in Germany,

on show in Singapore.

and they embody the best German

The popular product is

traditions in design and engineering art.

available in three flavours

Lutz Natonek, director, Travel Retail

– Original Praliné, Dark

Experts, said: “We at Travel Retail Experts

Praliné and Milk Truffle –

have between us got decades of experience

and in May 2011, Guylian’s

of handling and representing brands in

Temptations won a two-star

the travel retail channel and it is rare to

Superior Taste Award. Ten

find a brand of the quality and integrity

renowned chefs from the

of Lamy. We are thrilled to be presenting

International Taste & Quality

their superb portfolio in travel retail.”

Institute recognised the

Karl Gustav Siegel, export sales manager,

product’s strengths: beautiful,

C. Josef Lamy GmbH, added: “We are

glossy, refined smell, smooth

delighted to have secured the services

texture and excellent taste.

of TRE who are very experienced in this

The new pouch pack, which

complex market and whose approach to

contains approximately 50

product presentation and customer service

pieces, is ideally suited to the

are an excellent match for our brand.”

travel retail channel, promoting
impulse buying and snacking

Stand C8
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Carnival a few years ago,” he said.
The RIO collection features a vibrant spectrum

more popular than gold plating. However, we

Exclusive
keepsake

Toscow will be showcasing a vibrant

see there’s a very strong comeback of gold

An exciting new consumer packaging

as Patrón XO Cafe coffee liqueur.

collection harnessing the energy of the

plated jewellery in recent years,” said Ng.

innovation for Patrón tequilas and

Patrón Spirits International will

Rio Carnival, with the brand’s signature

RIO features 18k gold and rhodium plated

Patrón XO Cafe will be showcased at

showcase its full portfolio of ultra-

colourful crystals taking centre stage.

versions to target different consumer

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

premium spirits at the show, including

Toscow general manager Francis Ng

preferences. A bangle, ring, pendant

Exclusive to travel retail customers,

Patrón tequilas and liqueurs,

explained that the use of “a rainbow of

and earrings are available, with the

Patrón tequilas and Patrón XO Cafe

Pyrat rums, and Ultimat vodka.

colours” is important for the upcoming

bangle being the signature piece. The

bottles will soon be available packaged

summer season. “I was dazzled by the

bangle features a spring hinge and

in a limited-edition collectable tin.

colours and joy of the Rio Carnival and

is said to be an easy-wear item.

“We’ve long recognised that duty free

of colours, including red, orange, yellow, blue,
green, indigo and violet in various shapes such
as olive, oval, round and teardrop.
“Silver coloured rhodium plating generally is

wanted to bring out a collection that was
alive with passion after visiting the Rio

Stand L29

a removable lid that when closed,
exactly resembles the Patrón box.
The tin will be available across the
Patrón portfolio (Patrón Silver, Patrón
Reposado and Patrón Añejo), as well

Stand H31

is a unique retail channel, and those
who shop in duty free stores
are looking for distinctive
luxury goods, gift ideas and
items immediately useful
while travelling,” said John
McDonnell, chief operating
officer at Patrón Spirits
International. “Our new tin
package fits perfectly in travel
retail as it’s an exclusive
offering not available in
domestic markets, a great gift
item, and also convenient for
keeping together souvenirs.”
The keepsake tin, embossed
with the same design,
colours and graphics found on
the current Patrón carton, features
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ONE2ONE meetings service
The ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meetings service is firmly established as a key component of the TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE agenda. Following enormous success with the participation of the
region’s most dynamic and rapidly-expanding airports in recent years, TFWA has responded to strong
demand by including Asia Pacific airlines in the service for the first time this year. Here, we profile a
selection of the airports participating. Further profiles will appear throughout the week.

ONE2ONE with:
Adelaide Airport

Icons South Australia is a significant shop selling South Australian products, including wines and chocolates.

Adelaide Airport is Australia’s fifth largest,

a significant shop featuring the sale of

handling 7.3 million passengers per year.

South Australian produce and products,

The current retail within the Multi-User

wines and chocolates (Icons SA), local

Terminal (T1) comprises duty free, currency

beer (Coopers) and an increasing level

exchange, a variety of food & beverage

of fashion and apparel,” explained Ken

outlets, news and gifts, plus specialty and

May, Executive General Manager Property

iconic shops and travel services. There are

Development, Adelaide Airport. “Adelaide

currently 4,000sqm of leased retail space,

Airport T1 Shopping is the recipient of

comprising some 33 tenancies.

the Property Council of Australia Retail

“The most significant retail categories in

Marketing, Environmental and Presentation

terms of sales and space cover duty free

Awards every year since the completion

and food & beverage operations, with also

of T1 construction six years ago. Adelaide

Airport has also won the Australian Airports

The reconfiguration and expansion of food

Association (AAA) Capital City Airport of the

and beverage shops, including additional

Year three times over the same period.”

seating, creation of new lounges and expanded

Current expansion includes the development

duty free services, are to be integrated with

of a 2,000-space Multi-Level Car Park and

planned future terminal expansion.

associated Plaza linked to T1, with works

Apart from expanding the retail offer in

to be completed by the end of 2012. The

the new Plaza, the means of expanding

Plaza has the potential for further landside

commercial revenues for Adelaide Airport

retailing, such as convenience shopping,

T1 Shopping includes intensified marketing

cafés and travel. Reconfiguration and

campaigns coinciding with completion of the

expansion of the terminal is being planned

new Multi-Level Car Park/Plaza, a theme of

over the next several years in keeping with

promoting national and international sports

increasing passenger numbers, particularly

and events during increasing passenger dwell

international, which has experienced an

times, an emphasis on cohesive customer

increase of 14% over the last 12 months.

service towards retailers and passengers, and

“Recent retail developments over the last two

getting onboard with social media.

years have been practical through tenancy

“The main objectives at the ONE2ONE

reconfigurations, notably specialty shops such

meetings are to obtain background towards

as Smiggle, Bijoux Terner, Carry-on Luggage,

new airport retailing initiatives that could be

Blue Illusions Fashions, dedicated Children’s

employed for expanding shopping at Terminal

Play areas and new Foreign Exchange Auto

1, and networking with prospects consistent

Teller Machines,” commented May.

with trinity principles,” concluded May.

Adelaide Airport’s current expansion includes the development of a 2,000-space Multi-Level Car Park and
associated Plaza linked to T1, which will be completed by the end of 2012.

ONE2ONE with:
Xi’an Xianyang
International Airport Co.

luxury brands in the fashion, fragrances,
cosmetics and jewellery categories.
In addition to the developments in Terminal
3, Xi’an Xianyang International Airport has
also started the first stage of redeveloping
its existing facilities. It will open a multibrand perfume and cosmetics outlet
immediately after the Terminal 2 security

Xi’an Xianyang International Airport’s

wider choice in categories, with perfumes

check in the coming weeks. “We want to

Terminals 1 and 2 offer the typical range of

and cosmetics being on top.”

introduce international best practice in

domestic retail and food & beverage outlets

The airport opened its new Terminal 3

regards to re-planning our facilities and to

found at most other second-tier airports in

on 3 May 2012. “Having a yearly capacity

respond to our customers’ needs. Thus, we

China. Although both terminals are space-

of around 20 million passengers, it will

will have a complete revamp of Terminals 1

constrained, the airport has added a few

follow a completely different approach to

and 2, including the introduction of missing

international brands, such as Swarovski, in

retailing compared to all other airports in

categories and brands,” commented Weil.

the last year.

China,” said Weil. This approach includes

Finally, commenting on the airport’s

Wolfgang Weil, Deputy General Manager

around 12,000sqm of retail and F&B space

objectives in the ONE2ONE meetings, he

Operations (Chief Operations Officer),

in a truly international set-up, while also

said: “Mainly, we want to intensify our

commented that “Most of the space is rented

having a strong local “sense of place”.

out to Chinese fashion and luxury brands.

Weil explained that the offer comprises a

However, our latest customer surveys have

mix of domestic and international retailers

shown that customers would love to have a

and brands. This includes international

An overview of the central commercial area in Xi’an
Xianyang International Airport’s new Terminal 3, which
opened on 3 May. With an annual capacity of 20 million
passengers, the facility includes around 12,000sqm of
retail and F&B space.

contacts with respective retailers and brands
with regards to our upcoming planning and
tendering for our new facilities in Terminals
1 and 2.”
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Heinemann Asia Pacific
concept store

ARI
enters
China

Heinemann Asia Pacific – a sponsor of

“The opening of Vine & Leaf at Changi Airport, one

the workshop sessions – has opened

of the world’s leading and busiest international

its first duty free concept store – Vine

airports, marks a significant milestone for

& Leaf – in Singapore Changi Airport’s

Heinemann Asia Pacific. Vine & Leaf is our first

Terminal 2. The 98sqm store offers a

fully interactive concept store, which offers unique

wide international selection of more

features that engage the passengers through

than 500 fine wines and cigars.

the 5 senses. I believe that with the store design,

& cosmetics, confectionery, jewellery and

The store aims to provide a unique sensory

wide assortment of products and motivated team,

souvenir categories.

experience for consumers and offers many

we will deliver the best shopping experience,”

“This is a key strategic development for

firsts in travel retail, including the vintage

said Steffen Brandt, Chief Executive Officer of

ARI and helps establish an important Irish

interior design inspired by old world wineries,

Heinemann Asia Pacific.

trading presence in this dynamic region of

a wine tasting bar equipped with an enomatic

For those who are new to wines, the store

South West China. The stores have been

machine for sampling of premium wines and

also provides sections with recommended

designed and fitted-out by our own specialist

an interactive touch screen and iPads for

wines based on different types of food –

teams and will operate under our Irish

easy access to product ‘edutainment’.

Asian food, Western food and desserts.

travel retail brand, The Loop,” said Jack
Aer Rianta International (ARI) – a sponsor

MacGowan, Chief Executive Officer of ARI.

of the workshop sessions – will commence

He added: “We have identified India and

operations at Kunming International Airport

China as key growth markets and entered

in June. ARI, a fully-owned subsidiary

the Indian market two years ago. We are lead

of DAA, the state-owned Irish Airports

partners in a consortium operating the single

Authority, will operate up to 650sqm of

largest duty free operation in that country, at

premium retail space across 11 separate

Terminal 3 in Delhi.”

shops at Kunming. The duty-paid stores

ARI secured the operational retail contract in

represent the company’s first operational

Kunming last year, following the signing in

venture into the fast-growing travel retail

2010 of a Strategic Collaboration Agreement

sector in China and will sell a range of

between Yunnan Airports Group, owners of

products in the fashion accessory, perfumes

Kunming International Airport, and the DAA.

Perfetti Van Melle's
new innovations
Conference portfolio sponsor Perfetti Van
Melle Global Travel Retail is introducing
its new lines to Asian buyers at this year’s
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.
New Chupa Chups concepts include
Binocular – a great pair of working
binoculars in various colourways that
includes a Chupa Chups lolly to enjoy.
Meanwhile, Ballooncar is great fun for
children and includes two lollipops to
enjoy – blow up the balloon to send the
race car on its way. Destination Tin is
described as the ideal souvenir gift tin,
featuring various travel related images
and contains 16 different flavoured
lollipops. It is perfect as a memento
or gift.
New for Mentos Chewing Gum is Mentos
Gum Fruity Fresh Red – a duo pack of
Mentos 3 layers in a delicious combination
of strawberry, green apple and raspberry
flavours. It is designed to deliver a
longer lasting flavour, a unique chewing
experience and lasting freshness through
the textured gel middle layer. Mentos Gum
Pure Fresh Mint is a duo pack of Mentos 3
layers – green tea extract helps purify
the breath.
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ACCA KAPPA..................................................................................................................................................H1............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
AGIO CIGARS.................................................................................................................................................. E9........................................................................................................................................ Tobacco
AJMAL............................................................................................................................................................ C2............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
ALD INTERNATIONAL – New Exhibitor..................................................................................................... J13............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ALEXANDER - DISTILLERIA BOTTEGA.......................................................................................................... J9.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
ALPURE..........................................................................................................................................................M9............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
ANGUS DUNDEE DISTILLERS...................................................................................................................... Q10............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
APPARTEMENT A LOUER - PARIS – New Exhibitor. ................................................................................. Q4.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
ARNOLD ANDRE / MAC BAREN....................................................................................................................M4....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
ARTDECO COSMETIC GROUP........................................................................................................................H3............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL..............................................................................................................D22............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BACHE-GABRIELSEN / DUPUY COGNAC...................................................................................................... Q5.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BAGLLERINA – New Exhibitor.............................................................................................................. Mezz304........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BARBARA RIHL – New Exhibitor. ......................................................................................................... Mezz308........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BARDINET...................................................................................................................................................... A1.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BEAM, THE EDRINGTON GROUP – New Exhibitor...................................................................................N31............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BELUGA – New Exhibitor........................................................................................................................... E6.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BELVEDERE DUTY FREE................................................................................................................................ K5.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BEURER........................................................................................................................................................ L02.................................................................................................................................. Electronics
BONARDO TRAVEL RETAIL............................................................................................................................ L9.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BONBON WATCH........................................................................................................................................... P2.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
BOTRAN PREMIUM BRANDS – New Exhibitor..................................................................................... Mezz322......................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BRAUN GMBH............................................................................................................................................... E13.................................................................................................................................. Electronics
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO...................................................................................................................HS27...................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
BRUYERRE..................................................................................................................................................... P1.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BUCKLEY JEWELLERY LTD...........................................................................................................................N9.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
BUTLERS........................................................................................................................................................ Q9.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
CAMUS COGNAC........................................................................................................................................... K13............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CHÂTEAU D’ESCLANS/ SACHA LICHINE.....................................................................................................N30............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CHURCHILL’S CONFECTIONERY – New Exhibitor..................................................................................... Q6.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
CL WORLD BRANDS DUTY FREE..................................................................................................................M8............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CLOGAU..........................................................................................................................................................B8.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
COFINLUXE................................................................................................................................................... K29............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
COLLISTAR..................................................................................................................................................... K1............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
CONDENSÉ PARIS........................................................................................................................................ C18............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
COTY PRESTIGE...........................................................................................................................................HS12........................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
CRESTA SWISS CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR......................................................................................................... A5.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CRM TRADING............................................................................................................................................... J2................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
DECLARE - JUVENA - MARLIES MOLLER – New Exhibitor..................................................................... B30............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
DESIGNER PARFUMS................................................................................................................................... J10............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
DESIGUAL – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................... Mezz314........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
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DESTILERIAS CAMPENY............................................................................................................................... G01.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DI COSTA SPA – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................. B10......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DIVERSE FLAVOURS...................................................................................................................................... Q8..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DONUM MASSENEZ / COGNAC GODET........................................................................................................ P31.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DRAGEES REYNAUD – New Exhibitor. ...................................................................................................... Q3.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DUC D’O CHOCOLATERIE............................................................................................................................. P12......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DUTY-FREE NEWS INTERNATIONAL........................................................................................................... A21...........................................................................................................................................Press
ELLA MORISSA............................................................................................................................................. E10................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ELLE.............................................................................................................................................................. A18................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ELSA GROUPE S.A.M – New Exhibitor....................................................................................................... F8.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
EMPIRE OF SCENTS..................................................................................................................................... C26............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EQUSS........................................................................................................................................................... G18................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ERNEST BOREL – New Exhibitor.......................................................................................................... Mezz309............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ESTEE LAUDER TRAVEL RETAILING INC....................................................................................................HS05...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EUROITALIA.................................................................................................................................................. L18............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EZMA – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................................... F01............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
F BEVERAGES LTD........................................................................................................................................ P02.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
FALIC FASHION GROUP............................................................................................................................... J802...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
FAUCHON......................................................................................................................................................N13......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FERRERO....................................................................................................................................................... L8.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FERVOR – New Exhibitor. .......................................................................................................................... P3.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
FIRST AMERICAN BRANDS, INC – New Exhibitor.................................................................................... A02............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
FOCUS NETWORK AGENCIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD.................................................................................N18......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FRATELLI ROSSETTI...................................................................................................................................... K9................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT............................................................................................................................. G21................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
FREY WILLE.................................................................................................................................................. J30................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
FURLA – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................................. E19............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GERZON DUTY FREE.................................................................................................................................... D18................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GIORGIO FEDON 1919...................................................................................................................................M16............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GLAM ROCK – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................ Mezz303............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER..................................................................................................................................H2.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
GOLD SILK.....................................................................................................................................................N1.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GOLDKENN – New Exhibitor..................................................................................................................... P22......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
GROUPE GL.................................................................................................................................................... E8.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GUESS FASHION...........................................................................................................................................H19............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GUESS JEWELLERY - PARKER..................................................................................................................... F26..................................................................................................................... Jewellery/Watches
GUEST MEN FRAGRANCES & COSMETICS..................................................................................................D31............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
GUYLIAN........................................................................................................................................................ K10......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HANSE DISTRIBUTION – New Exhibitor.................................................................................................. C301.................................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
HARSTON CELLARS..................................................................................................................................... L31.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
HARSTON GROUP.........................................................................................................................................M31................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
HAWAIIAN HOST CHOCOLATES.................................................................................................................... P13......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HERMÈS.......................................................................................................................................................HS03...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
HERSHEY’S................................................................................................................................................... P10......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HIYOKO........................................................................................................................................................... A8.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
IAN MACLEOD DISTILLERS LTD.................................................................................................................... G4..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
ICE-WATCH................................................................................................................................................... C10................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
IMPERIAL TOBACCO...................................................................................................................................... J1........................................................................................................................................ Tobacco
INCC GROUP – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................... P26............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
INFLIGHT TRADE SERVICES......................................................................................................................... F2................................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
INNISKILLIN / VINCOR.................................................................................................................................M34.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
INTER PARFUMS.......................................................................................................................................... J18............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE.........................................................................................................................M1.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
INTERNATIONAL MASIS TABAK – New Exhibitor.....................................................................................M35....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
ITF SPA.......................................................................................................................................................... F13............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
J. CORTES CIGARS........................................................................................................................................ F10....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
JACOBSENS BAKERY.................................................................................................................................... Q7.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
JACQUES BOGART GROUP...........................................................................................................................M18............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
JACQUES FAREL – New Exhibitor. ............................................................................................................N8.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
JC NEWMAN CIGAR CO................................................................................................................................ C30....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU......................................................................................................................... Q1.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
JT INTERNATIONAL.....................................................................................................................................HS25...................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
KALOO, CLAYEUX, COROLLE.........................................................................................................................H8.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
KARELIA......................................................................................................................................................... G1........................................................................................................................................ Tobacco
KING’S TOBACCO – New Exhibitor. .......................................................................................................... Q01....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA........................................................................................................ J28............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KOREAN AIR................................................................................................................................................. L37........................................................................................................................................... Other
KORJO............................................................................................................................................................ F3................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KOTO PARFUMS.............................................................................................................................................M2............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
KRAFT FOODS WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL....................................................................................................... P20......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE........................................................................................................................HS15...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
L’OREAL........................................................................................................................................................HS08...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA PERLA – New Exhibitor. ...................................................................................................................... A31............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LA PRAIRIE – New Exhibitor.....................................................................................................................H30............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA SULTANE DE SABA.................................................................................................................................. D30............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA-TWEEZ......................................................................................................................................................B4................................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
LABOURE-ROI – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................ Mezz324.........................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
LACOSTE....................................................................................................................................................... G29............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LAMBRETTA.................................................................................................................................................. B26................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
LAMY.............................................................................................................................................................. E5................................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
LILAS BLANC – New Exhibitor.............................................................................................................. Mezz301........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LORIENCE PARIS.......................................................................................................................................... G10............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LUBRITRADE TRADING PTE LTD – New Exhibitor............................................................................... Mezz318.........................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
LUCIANO SOPRANI – New Exhibitor. ....................................................................................................... B22............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LUXOTTICA GROUP....................................................................................................................................... F20............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL LTD...................................................................................................................N4..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
MANDARINA DUCK – New Exhibitor.................................................................................................... Mezz312........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MARCOLIN SPA............................................................................................................................................. J34............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MARS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL..................................................................................................... K35......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
MAUI JIM USA, INC........................................................................................................................................ G9................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MÄURER & WIRTZ......................................................................................................................................... J4.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MAVIVE.......................................................................................................................................................... L30............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MG CELLARS LTD......................................................................................................................................... A10.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
MICYS COMPANY SPA - PUPA....................................................................................................................... F9.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MINOX – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................................. E02..................................................................................................................................Electronics
MISAKI........................................................................................................................................................... G31................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
MITCH & MARC AUSTRALIA.........................................................................................................................N19............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MOLINARI...................................................................................................................................................... A6..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
MONTEIL PARIS – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................... F5.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MORGAN & OATES........................................................................................................................................M10............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MORRISON BOWMORE DISTILLERS LTD – New Exhibitor. ..................................................................... Q34............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
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NESTLE............................................................................................................. G30..................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
NEUHAUS.......................................................................................................... P9...................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
NICI................................................................................................................... K02...........................................................................................Electronics
NIGURA METZLER OPTICS INTERNATIONAL................................................... C7......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
NOUGAT LONDON.............................................................................................. A2......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
OILILY / RENA LANGE....................................................................................... D19.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
ORLANE............................................................................................................ F19......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
P&G PRESTIGE – New Exhibitor.................................................................. HS10....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PAL ZILERI........................................................................................................ H18........................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PANDORA...................................................................................................... Mezz305........................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
PARFUMS BERDOUES – New Exhibitor. ...................................................... B18.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS CARON.............................................................................................. D9......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS CHRISTIAN DIOR............................................................................ HS19....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS MARINA DE BOURBON / ZYLANGIA............................................... M26.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARLUX FRAGRANCES..................................................................................... B12.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PASHMA..............................................................................................................J8.......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PATONS MACADAMIAS..................................................................................... C13..................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
PATRON SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL AG............................................................ H31......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
PAUL SAPIN....................................................................................................... A7.......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL............................................. N3...................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
PERFUMES Y DISENO........................................................................................ H9......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PERNOD RICARD............................................................................................... K2.......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL – New Exhibitor..................................... HS26............................................................................................... Tobacco
PHILIPS CONSUMER LIFESTYLE...................................................................... K8............................................................................................Electronics
PICA LELA......................................................................................................... E18............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
PIQUADRO.......................................................................................................... B2......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
POLAAR – New Exhibitor. ............................................................................. B02.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
POLAROID EYEWEAR......................................................................................... M5......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PRANDA GROUP............................................................................................... A17............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
PREMIER PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL LTD.................................................... P6............................................................................................ Gifts / Toys
PRINCIPE – New Exhibitor............................................................................. B5......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PROTEGE INTERNATIONAL.............................................................................. L35................................................................................................. Tobacco
PT SWITZERLAND / FORTUNE CONCEPT........................................................ C21............................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
PUIG BEAUTY AND FASHION........................................................................... G13.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
REFLECTA - NOMINATION................................................................................J31............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
REMY COINTREAU GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL................................................... Q22......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
REVLON TRAVEL RETAILING............................................................................. G2......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
ROBERTO BRAVO – New Exhibitor. ............................................................... C5............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
ROSAFOX – New Exhibitor. ........................................................................... F02......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ROSENDAHL COPENHAGEN............................................................................ K16............................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO................................................................................ HS06....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SAMPAR............................................................................................................ E31......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SCANDINAVIAN TOBACCO GROUP................................................................... D6................................................................................................. Tobacco
SCARVES BY DESTINY – New Exhibitor.........................................................J02......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SCHAEFER TOY – New Exhibitor............................................................... Mezz311....................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
SCORPIO DISTRIBUTORS LTD.......................................................................... K28............................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
SEA & SKY SUPPLY........................................................................................... N26...........................................................................................Electronics
SECRET WISH – New Exhibitor..................................................................... H13............................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
SEKONDA – New Exhibitor. .......................................................................... A22............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
SELECTIVA SPA.................................................................................................. F6.......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SENNHEISER – New Exhibitor.................................................................. Mezz316.......................................................................................Electronics
SHANGHAI TOBACCO (GROUP) CORP............................................................... D2................................................................................................. Tobacco
SHISEIDO......................................................................................................... HS09....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SILHOUETTE INTERNATIONAL......................................................................... D8......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SILVER BASE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD............................... A32................................................................................................. Tobacco
SINGAPORE CHANGI AIRPORT........................................................................ L13.....................................................................................................Other
SKAGEN DENMARK.......................................................................................... K18............................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
SPI GROUP........................................................................................................ N22......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
SPRINT-CASS PTE LTD...................................................................................... B7............................................................................................Electronics
STORCK............................................................................................................. M22..................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
SUN JEWELRY................................................................................................... N2............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
SWAROVSKI...................................................................................................... E30............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
TALIKA................................................................................................................ L2.......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
TATEOSSIAN...................................................................................................... L21............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
TEQUILERA CORRALEJO.................................................................................. A15.......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
THANN............................................................................................................... C6......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
THE FIRST - New Exhibitor............................................................................ N6......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
THE SHARPER IMAGE...................................................................................... D10...........................................................................................Electronics
THREE HATS...................................................................................................... F1....................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
TINTAMAR......................................................................................................... H10........................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TITAN WATCHES – New Exhibitor.................................................................. L7.............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
TOMMY HILFIGER.............................................................................................. H4......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TORRES.............................................................................................................. D5.......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
TOSCOW............................................................................................................ L29............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
TRAVALO – New Exhibitor............................................................................. A29......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
TRAVEL BLUE.................................................................................................... D1......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TRAVEL RETAIL EXPERTS................................................................................. C8............................................................................................ Gifts / Toys
TRAVEL RETAIL INNOVATIONS – New Exhibitor. ..................................... Mezz307.......................................................................................Electronics
TREXTA – New Exhibitor. .......................................................................... Mezz302....................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
UNDERBERG AG – New Exhibitor.................................................................. A4.......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
VAG..................................................................................................................... P4......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
VERSACE........................................................................................................... D27............................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
VICE VODKA ICEWINE – New Exhibitor. ................................................... Mezz313..................................................................................Wine & Spirits
VILLIGER SWISS CIGARS.................................................................................. C22................................................................................................ Tobacco
VON EICKEN...................................................................................................... L34................................................................................................. Tobacco
WERUSKA & JOEL S.R.L – New Exhibitor.................................................... K01.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
WHITEHOUSE – New Exhibitor..................................................................... A27............................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
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